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Overview

• COVID-19 is most often transmitted directly from a nearby individual

• Neither HVAC systems nor sanitizing can prevent this. 

• Costly upgrades to air-conditioning and cleaning are being advocated 

• Relatively minor HVAC adjustments and cleaning enhancements may be sufficient 

• Selection of COVID-19 control measures can be prioritized by likelihood of reducing disease spread.

• Understanding how Covid-19 spreads is critical.
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The AIRBORNE VIRUS debate

Three opposing views:

(1) Inhalation within several feet is the dominant cause of COVID-19 (nearby transmission). 

• Based on this assumption, airborne transmission was not considered important.

• No specific HVAC changes were recommended and. response (i.e., initial WHO and CDC Guidance).

(2) Inhalation beyond several feet is dominant (airborne transmission).

• Scientists and engineers assuming this recommend maximizing ventilation and filtration.

(3) Nearby transmission is dominant, but airborne transmission also occurs under limited conditions.

• This is consistent with updated positions of CDC and WHO.



COVID Spread in Buildings: Key Questions

• How are occupants being infected?

- What is the contribution of the different transmission routes?

• How effective are the various COVID controls?

- Which control methods cost-effective?



COVID Exposure Pathways

1. “Nearby exposure” (within several feet of an infected individual) 

2. Airborne” (exposure beyond several feet)

3. “HVAC” (circulated to another space). 

4. “Surface” (contact with contaminated surfaces, also called “fomites”)

5. “Sewage” (exposure to virus-contaminated droplets)



Evidence for Airborne Exposure

• Detection:                                                                                                                            
- Field sampling finds SARS-CoV-2 in the air well beyond several feet of infected individuals.                                     
- This only establishes airborne exposure to SARS-CoV-2 over long distances, but not airborne 
transmission.

• Is measured virus (RNA) actually infectious?
- Analyses for infectious virus have only been positive immediately adjacent to COVID patients being 

treated in a  
hospital and inside a car with a COVID-positive driver.

• Inactivation:
- SARS-CoV-2 degrades over time to where it no longer causes infection (“inactivation”).
- Although much of the exhaled virus inactivates rapidly, active virus has been detected at 3 hours 

• Dose-Response:
- Transmission risk increases with the concentration and duration of virus exposure.
- There is a threshold below which individuals are not infected (this is lower for sensitive individuals)



SURFACE TRANSMISSION?

• Intensive sanitizing programs are being put into place because fomite transmission is assumed to be 

significant.

• Assumption based on similarity to other respiratory infections 

- no conclusive epidemiological data could be found supporting surface transmission of viruses 

• Surface testing for total SARS-CoV-2 (RNA) finds the virus widely dispersed. 

• Testing for infectious various has only been positive at one site.

• Although much of the virus settled on surfaces inactivates rapidly, infectious virus has been found at 30 

days.



Evidence for Airborne Transmission

• Several outbreak investigations have associated COVID-19 with airborne transmission. 

• A common factor in these situations was poor ventilation and, in some cases, air flow patterns 

concentrating virus in the breathing zone.

• The only reported outbreak investigation including areas with good ventilation, found no cases

(despite air recirculated from rooms with infected occupants)

• Most outbreak investigations identifying airborne transmission also found that nearby transmission was a 

major contributor.



Other Epidemiological Findings

• Global COVID-19 patterns are consistent with nearby transmission being dominant and airborne transmission 
only occurring occasionally (CDC)

• Studies of COVID-19 control measures have found that social distancing (protects against nearby exposure) 
is one of the most effective means of reducing transmission.

• In contrast, ventilation improvements have not been shown to reduce COVID transmission. 



HVAC TRANSMISSION?

• No epidemiological studies have found COVID transmission associated with re-circulation of virus 

through HVAC systems. 

• One study did report that occupants were infected by virus moving between floors through a transfer duct 

(no HVAC fan).

• No epidemiological studies have shown a benefit from enhanced ventilating or filtration. 

• Limited field sampling has not found SARS-CoV-2 discharged from re-circulating HVAC systems. 

• Total virus detected on HVAC filters in three studies, but negative for infectious virus.

• One hospital investigation found SARS-CoV-2 deposited on exhaust ducts before and after exhaust 

discharge filters in a hospital.

• Another study detected it on exhaust duct surfaces serving in-patient rooms with infected patients, but 

not from other zones (not infectious).



Prevalence of Transmission based on limited evidence 

➢

1. “Nearby exposure” (within several feet of an infected individual) 

• The majority of COVID-19 cases appear to be associated with nearby exposure. (see sections 1.1-1.3)

2. Airborne” (exposure beyond several feet)

• SARS-CoV-2 (the virus causing COVID-19) has been frequently detected in air at considerable distances from 

infected occupants. Exposures beyond several feet has been associated with COVID spread where ventilation is 

poor. Airborne transmission appears to be relatively infrequent overall. (sections 1.1-1.3)

3. “HVAC” (circulated to another space). 

• Research to date has been insufficient to draw firm conclusions on HVAC’s actual contribution to COVID-19 

spread. Available information suggests that HVAC could be a contributing factor in some cases but, it does not have 

a significant impact overall.  

4. “Surface” (fomite)

• Available information suggests that surface transmission may only play a relatively minor role in the overall spread 

of COVID-19. 

5. “Sewage” (exposure to virus-contaminated droplets)

• No data



Questions/Comments?



HVAC Control of COVID

Dilute contaminants 

- Ventilation

- Favorable air mixing

Remove contaminants 

- Filtration

- Exhaust

Kill the virus

- UV lights



Lower cost ways to improve ventilation

• HVAC is often not providing the intended ventilation 

- out of balance, dampers stuck in the closed position, incorrect control sequence

• Flushing spaces between occupancies. 

(i.e., two hours before occupants arrive)

• Disabling energy conservation measures:

- CO2 or occupancy sensors. 

- Expanding economizer operation. 

- Setting thermostats for continuous fan operation.

- Modifying VAV controls that reduce outside air when temperature satisfied

- Operating exhausts continuously.



Problems with increased ventilation

• Increasing outside air requires more energy use and raises utility costs.

• It can also make the building uncomfortable when the system’s capacity to condition outside air is exceeded. 

• Under some weather conditions, introducing excessive outside air can raise indoor humidity to a level causing 
mold growth 

• It can also increase the introduction of outside air pollutants. 



Just Open the Windows?

• Benefits are limited, and careful 

attention is needed to avoid causing 

other problems. 

• Opening windows can reduce virus 

exposure in adjacent areas, but:

- SARS-CoV-2 has been found in indoor 

air with windows open,53 and one                                                                     

- amodel of air flow patterns after 

opening windows showed that it 

promoted directional air flow between 

occupants.                                                                                                                   
- Open windows can make the room 

uncomfortable and introduce allergens 

and outdoor pollutants and noise 



Wall ventilator 
exposes adjacent desk

Good airflow and mixing 

AIR FLOW PATTERNS

• Even where overall ventilation is adequate, the risk of airborne transmission can be higher where air flow 
patterns create elevated virus concentrations in the breathing zone:



Wall-mounted fan coil units increase exposure of adjacent occupants



Vent location leaves some areas with poor air exchange



Fans blow virus between occupants
(HVAC or Occupants)

• .photo plus hvac
(i.e., occupants’ portable fans or air purifiers may be significant)



BARRIERS

• Plexiglass between occupants 

• Increased height of workstation partitions 

• Reduce risk of nearby transmission 

• Still airborne transmission

• May interfere with air mixing

• Where social distancing not possible

• Not a substitute for masking. 



ACCOMODATING HVAC DEFICIENCIES BY     
ADJUSTMENTS TO OCCUPANCY

1. Delay occupancy of areas with HVAC deficiencies.

2. Limit occupancy in the building as a whole or within specific spaces

3. Implement social distancing in crowded areas.

4. Designate buffer zones around HVAC vents which could concentrate virus in adjacent breathing zone

5. Leave doors open to promote air exchange in spaces subject to virus accumulation. 

6. Wait between use of spaces where virus can accumulate.



HVAC FILTRATION

• Could help if infectious virus actually makes it through ductwork 

• Upgrade to MERV 13 to reduce smaller particles (HVAC accommodates)

• Higher efficiency filters raise costs and have not been shown to reduce COVID-19 transmission. 

• Only one study:                                                                                                              

- measured virus deposited on duct surfaces before and after filters                                                           

- MERV-10 pre-filter reduced the amount of deposited SARS-CoV-2 by approximately 70%                                            

- Downstream MERV-15 did not further reduce virus.



Eliminating filter by-pass

• Identify and seal by-pass:                                                                                                      
- HVAC filters often do not fit tightly resulting in no particle removal.                                                      
- Improves general IAQ                                                                                                         
- Protects against soiling of HVAC surfaces.



PORTABLE FILTRATION UNITS

• Portable HEPA-filter units remove virus in their immediate vicinity. 

• Can also increase occupant exposure by:                                                                                          

- directing air between occupants                                                                                              

- , drawing return air through the breathing zone, or blowing virus settled on surfaces back into the air.

• Noise generated by these units can also be problematic.

• Careful design, placement, operation, and maintenance of portable HEPA units is necessary for their effective 

use. 



Other Technologies

• UV light inactivates virus with sufficient contact time and can be effective in controlling some 

airborne pathogens in hospital settings, but:

• Systems and other air cleaning technologies promoted for COVID control have not been shown to 

reduce SARS-CoV-2 exposure and transmission under realistic building conditions:                                        

- UV                                                                                                                           

- electrostatic precipitators                                                                                                  

- hydroxy radical                                                                                                              

- ozone generators

• Study of bipolar ionization efficacy contradicted claims:                                                                          

- Contaminants not significantly reduced                                                                                       

- formed new chemical contaminants in indoor air.



HVAC MODIFICATIONS GENERALLY NOT COST-EFFECTIVE

• Increasing ventilation rates beyond ASHRAE minimums

• Increasing filter MERV rating

• Duct cleaning

• Disabling energy recovery wheels: 

• UV Disinfection

• Air cleaning



Questions/Comments?



Enhanced sanitizing for COVID



Sanitizing for COVID

• SARS-CoV-2 easily inactivated by most disinfectants and even controlled by soap.

• Frequent touchpoints are the focus of COVID response, but: -

- occupants also contact other surfaces                                                                                                  

- settled virus can be re-suspended into the air.                                                                               

- periodically sanitize surfaces not considered high touch as a precaution.

• Deep clean plus sanitize space previously occupied by infected individual.

• Sanitize spaces vacant over a week as precaution

• Limited study of sanitizing efficacy:                                                                                                         

- Surface sanitizing generally lowered virus concentrations                                                                     

- Carpet vacuuming of carpets left virus residue

• Spraying and/or wiping can be very effective with complete coverage

• Fogging has not been established as effective.



POTENTIAL COST SAVING OPTIONS FOR SANITIZING

• Using lower-cost sanitizers.

• Cleaning only:                                                                                                               

- Reduces surface virus but sanitizing provides further reduction.

• Omitting initial pre-cleaning step:                                                                                             

- Surfaces should be visibly clean 

• Reducing dwell time:                                                                                                         

- Label specifies minimum time to keep surface wet after application                                                            

- Shorter period still provides substantial virus deactivation. 

• Reducing application frequency by using a persistent disinfectant:                                                           

- 24-hour bacterial spray might provide virus inactivation to consider less frequent sanitizing?

• Reducing surface contamination and transfer by:

• - increasing frequency of handwashing

• - facilitating hands-free operation

• - protecting hands from direct contact   



Humidification??

Minimum 40% RH recommended for COVID

• With increasing RH:

- Respiratory system less susceptible to infection

- Duration of virus infectivity decreases

BUT

Epidemiology indicates net effect of other factors allows major transmission >40%RH

- Initial COVID spread in tropical climates and southern hemisphere

- U.S COVID spread during past cooling season

High cost of humidification and potential for mold 



To test or not to test?

• COVID testing is inconclusive

• Role of testing

- QC

- Research

• Visual Methods

- Observe work practice

- Confirm scope

- Inspection (dust free?)

• Sanitizing Clearance?                                                   - -
- Testing cannot determine whether SARS-CoV-2 has     
been effectively inactivated                                                                            
- Sanitized surfaces are easily re-contaminated                                          
- Occupants can be infected after sanitizing.



Musical Interlude

Some Little Bug Is Gonna Get you Someday!

(hit song from 1916)



Evidence-Based Priorities (#1)

• Priority #1: Enhance personal infection control practices.

• Test all occupants as frequently as possible.

• Social distance, including difficult-to-manage activities.

• Wear face coverings whenever possible.

• Wash hands frequently



Evidenced-Based Priorities: (#2)
Address higher risk areas.
• Poor ventilation (i.e., no outside air introduced)
• Air flow patterns concentrating virus (i.e., fans blowing virus between occupants)
• Dense occupancy (i.e., elevators)
• Additional sources of virus. (i.e., bathrooms)
• Sensitive occupants (i.e., elderly)
• Bathrooms
• Elevators

HVAC Control options for higher risk areas:
• Delay occupancy.
• Repair HVAC equipment and controls deficiencies which impact ventilation.
• Make occupancy adjustments to compensate for HVAC deficiencies (see Section 1.5.5)
• Provide better ventilation and air mixing.
• Adjust VAV to increase ventilation.
• Disable demand-controlled ventilation.
• Operate exhausts continuously
• Eliminate filter by-pass.
• Consider portable filtration. 

Sanitizing for higher risk areas:
• Sanitize high touch surfaces regularly
• Periodically sanitize surfaces not considered high touch.



Evidence-based priorities:(#3)

Implement lower-cost improvements throughout building:

- Ventilation

- Filtration

- Sanitizing

Consider relative benefits from other COVID response measures when allocating resources.



Maximize ventilation and filtration??

Lowest priority

• Increase ventilation beyond ASHRAE minimums.

• Increase MERV filter rating.

• UV air disinfection.



More Information

Building Dynamics White Paper(includes links to supporting studies):

Cost-Effective Operations and Maintenance for COVID-19

https://www.building-dynamics.com/s/COVID-19-BDL-White-Paper-march-16.pdf

COVID advice:

Elight@Building-Dynamics.com

(240) 899-6926

mailto:Elight@Building-Dynamics.com


Don’t go viral! 


